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A Study of‘SUI-shi-chi' (融持詑)in Tang Dynasty (藷)
and Five Dynasties as Historical Materials 
By Mitsuo MORIYA 
It was not until Tsung Lin's ‘Ching-chu-chi' in Liang Dy-
nasty (梁 thathistorical materials of‘Sui働shih“chi'in China came to po部部sa 
typical character and fo1'm. The purpose of the present article is. to go down 
furthe1' to the periods of Tang Dynasty and Five Dynasties and trace the chan動
ges of characte1' of the 'Sui-shih時chi'of these per・iods.
Nowadays the greater part of 'Suιshih司chi'which belong to Tang Dynasty 
and Five Dynasties either has gone scattered and lost， 01' otherwise is hardly 
accessible. With those which have got scattered and lost， the present writer 
tries to restore them to the original state by collecting scattered descriptions 
f1'om among several kinds of Encyclopaedia (類審 andvarious documentary 
1'eco1'ds in語ndafte1' Tang Dynasty and Sung Dyna告げけ凶， and in the c詰seof 
what are not easily accessible， he m品keseve1'y effort to di詰cussthem taken as a 
whole to the benefit of the public at la1'ge. 
Acco1'ding to the p1'esent wr・ite1"sin vesti抵抗ion，the 'Sui-器対h-chi'in Tang 
Dynasty and Five Dynastie器 maybe listed in chronological o1'de1'， as follows: 
(1)‘Ch'ie仔chin-ylieh“ling' 二子金月令) (2) 'Chin-je松戸ieh欄ling'く湾人月令)
(3)‘Chin司ku-ylianゅchi'
(5)‘Chin臥men-suI働chieh-chi'
(7)εCh'in-chung-sui-shih-chi' 
(9) 'Ssu-shih北suanヅao'
(4) 'Pao-sheng司ylieh輔lu'
(6)‘Ssu-shih-pao・ching‘
(8)さLien-hsia-sui-shih嗣chi'
(10)‘Sui-shih公uang-chi'
And for their characte1's or featu1'es， these ten may be grouped into the 
following three cla関側.
(A) ‘Sui合hih倫chi'which describe techniques fo1' p1'omoting human health 
and securing 101務e1'life..… (9) 
(B) 'Sui合hih-chi'on urban and aristocratic life.…べ3)(5) く8)
(C) 'Sui-shih-chi' which ar・eann証listicreco1'ds in their characteristics……(6) 
(10) 
It may be given器sa conclusion that the form of‘Sui-shih・chi'which w部
completed from Six Dynasties (六朝)to Sui Dynasty (鴻)shov干eda tendency to 
diffe1'entiation in Tang Dynasty and FivアeDynasties. 
すhi器 inclinationto differentiation in itself ぬま10tnece錨 ari1ya progr田sin 
the history of 'Sui叶lih・chi'，it is true， but it must be admitted that those 'Sui-
的ih-chi'of the Tang Dynasty and Five Dynasties have sufficient 'raison d海tre'
of theirs in the 関 nsethat they had opened up a way fo1' various types ofεSui-
shih剛chi'in 1ate1' periods. 
